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Moving is scary, but moving to a new country is even more so.
As a young boy moves from New York to Mexico City, and as a
young girl moves from Mexico City to New York, they ask lots
of questions. What if they don’t have the same foods, or the
same sports teams to cheer for? Where do the students go for
field trips? What if there is nowhere to play? But soon, both
children realize that each city has its own unique opportunities
and adventures that will help them love the food, culture, and
experiences their new homes provide.
Colorful, full-page illustrations simply and beautifully describe a
phenomenon that many children experience. Including children
from two different cities and cultures allows Regil’s story to be
applied in numerous situations. The book’s simplicity makes
it specifically useful to help even younger children process the
many feelings and questions that come with moving. Additionally,
the author includes information at the end of the book describing
each of the famous landmarks and cultural references illustrated
for both New York City and Mexico City. A Spanish version of the
book (Un Nuevo Hogar) is also available.
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